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TITLE OF THE RESEARCH
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ILLUSTRATION IN CONVEYING THE MANING OF
USMAN AWANG'S POEMS
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to examine how effective the used of illustration to portrays
Usman Awang's poem. Illustration can be used to catches attention to certain information.
Illustration is something that the person will look first before they read the text, in any
information in regard with any text for example short stories, novel and story books for
children. Illustration also is one of the best methods in conveying messages. The presence of
illustration can be the supporting tools to illustrate the content of the text. A good book cover
illustration can determine the general success of the book unless you are a well-known writer
who does not even need an illustration on his/her book cover to be noticed and purchased.
The poem's book which has the touch of conceptual illustration can produce a good book
with high commercial value especially in Malaysia; very seldom we find a poem's book
which is translated into illustration
Wolfenbarger & Sipe (2007) note, "Unfortunately, many readers leave prImary
grades with the idea that picture books are only for the very young ....Teachers who
incorporate picture books/illustrated bookslbooks in picture book format in the instruction
and have these books available in the classroom can diminish the reluctance of older readers
to return to the pleasure of reading books with many illustrations"
Therefore, it is the right time to start appreciating books with illustration inside for the
way their carefully crafted text and illustration can engage readers for all ages.
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